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1.How old are kids in kid camp?
Kid camps are open to all children who are from 6 to 12 years
old.
 

2.Can parents join the camp with kids?
No, kid camps are available for kids only. Ta Lai kid camp is
an ideal environment for kids to learn how to be more self-
reliant. Our staff will observe and take very good care of
them during the camp. There is at least one staff for a group
of five kids.
 

3.How long is a camp?
It depends on which camp you join. A camp usually lasts four
to seven days.
 

4.How can we get discount?
Ta Lai kid camps apply early bird discount for kids sending
registration forms early, and returning gibbon discount for
returning kids who have joined some of our past camps.
 

5.How can parents keep track of the kids?
Every night, kids can use our phones to call parents, and
internet at the Longhouse is also good enough for video calls.
Each night we send out an email letting you know how the
day went and what we did along with loading up pictures
from the day onto a blog where you can enjoy seeing what
they are doing.
 

6.My kids just know a little English, can they join the camp?
Yes, they can. Our staff members are from Vietnam, England
and France, and all of us are very patient and have
experience in taking care of kids. It’s also a good place for
children wanting to learn and practice their English
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7.What experience do you have with children and these

kinds of camps?
We have been running schools trips and children’s camps
from the longhouse for 5 years and have a very experienced
team with a wide range of skill sets making it a safe and fun
environment.
 

8.What nationality makes up your team?
Our team members are from Britain, France and Vietnam.
 

9.What qualifications does the team running the camps

have?
All our team has first aid and rescue training.
 

10.How many adults are there during the camps?
Yes, several international schools in HCMC (AIS, ABCIS, BIS,
SAIGON STAR, SAIGON PEARL, ISHCMC, SSIS...) and in
Singapore (EIS) chose us as organizer for their school trips
and continue to come back on a yearly basis. We meet their
high safety standards which are applied to all of our camps.
 

11.How many adults are there during the camps?
There is at least one Ta Lai staff to supervisor a group of five
kids, excluding our 11 strong locally staffed team of cooks,
cleaners and guides who all have been with us from the start.
 

12.Who runs the activities?
The activities are run by Ta Lai Adventure Team using our
equipment. We do not use any outside suppliers to run our
activities or any part of the camp.
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13.Is the water safe to drink?
Yes. Water at the Longhouse was got certification of safety
from Pasture Institute. The water is filtered on-site from our
own filter system so we know exactly where it comes from.
 

14.How close is the nearest hospital?
The nearest local clinic is 3km from the Longhouse which
would treat small injuries. The bigger and well equipped
hospital is at Tan Phu which is 17km away from the
Longhouse.
 

15.Can they bring phones, laptops or gaming devices?
Yes, they can. However, Ta Lai kid camp is a good chance for
kids to get away from technological devices and enjoy fun
activities in nature, so we do not recommend that parents let
their kids bring phones or laptops with them. They can
borrow phones from Ta Lai to call parents in the evening.
Any electronic devices that are brought by the
children won’t be the responsibility of the Longhouse or its
team in case anything is damaged or lost.
 

16.Is there good wifi and phone signal at the Longhouse?
Phone signal and Wifi signal is good and there shouldn’t be
any problems with getting in touch with our team or your
children during the camp.
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17.How can I register for my kids?
You can visit our Kid Camp page and download the programs,
select the registration form and send back to us with full
information. Once the registration received, we will send you
an invoice/payment request and you can proceed the
payment accordingly. The registration is completed once we
receive 100% of the payment and registration form.


